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Mild with a high
near 75.

,Culture club

What's the secret?

New magazine will highlight
area cultural events.

Soccer team races off to
one of its best starts ever.
Thursday, September 29, 1994

Senate approves
new members

CIPS

closes
local
office

By HEIDI KEIBLER
Staff writer

By MELANIE McCLAIN
Staff writer

Beginning Oct. 3, Eastern
students living off-campus
will no longer pay their utility bills at the Central Illinois
Public Service office in
Charleston.
The local facility is closing
its doors and consolidating
with a Mattoon office.
Students may pay their
bills at the Bank of
Charleston, 621 W. Lincoln
Ave .. Boatmen's National
Bank of Charleston, 605
Lincoln Ave., or First MidIllinois Bank and Trust, 580
W. Lincoln Ave., said Brian
Leonard, a spokesman for
CIPS in Charleston.
Customers may also mail
their bills to the Mattoon
office at 701 S. Ninth St.
Leonard said CIPS is
planning to rent space next
fall on campus or elsewhere
in Charleston so students
may sign up for CIPS service
without driving to Mattoon.
"We're going to make sure
it's publicized so the students know about it,"
Leonard said. "I assured
President Jorns that we
wouldn't forget the students
- that was a major concern
of his."
The decision to consolidate
was based on an effort to cut
• See CIPS Page 2

DEE ANN VILLECCO / Photo editor

Drummer boy
Freshman music mqjor Willie Smith pracdces his drumming
Wednesday in the Fine Arts Building for a Friday percussion concert. See story on page 5.

The appointments of seven
students were approved in an
executive
session
at
Wednesday's Student Senate
meeting to fill the vacant
seats left by a series of senate member resignations.
Marcey Benjamin, Ben
Janvrin, Daniel Lamboley,
Amy Levine, J. Dylan
McNeil, Lachone Pitchford,
and Julie Proscia will be on
the ballot in November's
Student Government election.
The students were interviewed and appointed by the
Legislative
Leadership
Committee, headed by
Senate Soeaker Stacy Hart
and made up of student senate committee chairs. Eleven
applications were handed in.
"It was a tough decision,"
Hart said. "All the people
who came through interviews
were very qualified, but I feel
we have the most qualified
seven people."
The appointments of two
Student
Government
Supreme Court candidates
were also approved at
Wednesday's
meeting.
Michael Podmolik and Aaron
Krizik were appointed to fill
the vacancies left by Steven
Hartsfield and April Gowdy.
Gowdy was promoted to
take over as chief justice of
the court, replacing former
justice Andy Ramage, who
graduated last spring.
In other business at the
meeting, Board of Governors
Student Representative Matt
Giordano addressed criticism
he has been receiving since

Plans
to join
rep posts
cancelled
By DAVE HOSICK
Student government editor

Student Government
officials canceled plans to
consolidate the Illinois
Board of Higher Education
representative post with
two other positions.
Four students are now
m the rnnmng tor tile JOD.
Chris Boyster, Amy
Levine, Gary Owen and
Julie Tizzard have all submitted applications for the
IBHE position.
Plans for consolidating
the IBHE post with the
City Council and Board of
Governors representative
positions were canceled
after Matt Giordano, who
holds the latter two positions, withdrew his candidacy.
Giordano withdrew

f See PLANS Page 2
Sunday, when he called a
tuition increase "inevitable."
At last week's board meeting, Giordano told board
members he doesn't think
students will mind paying
• See SENATE Page 2

House candidates endorsed by educators
By TRAVIS SPENCER
City editor

Both candidates competing for
the Charleston-area Illinois House
of Representatives seat have been
endorsed by Illinois education
organizations.
The Democratic candidate for
the
106th District,
David
Carpenter of Charleston, is running against incumbent Mike
Weaver, a five-term Republican
from Ashmore.
Both candidates have worked on
campus. Carpenter is a tenured
professor of English. Weaver has
been an occasional business
instructor.
The
Illinois
Education
Association recently endorsed
Weaver for November's election.
An IEA spokesman said the associ-

ation represents
84,000 members.
Carpenter was
endorsed by the
Illinois Federation
of Teachers, which
represents 70,000
education-related
employees in the
state.
"I'm extremely
David
grateful to the IFT
Carpenter
for its recognition
of me as an individual," Carpenter
said. "It suggests a recognition of a
need for change."
Gail Purkey, a spokeswoman for
the IFT, said the organization
endorses politicians by tracking
voting records and evaluating
them on a percentage scale.
"Mike Weaver only agreed with
32 percent of the education and

employee issues
that we base our
standards on,"
Purkey said.
She said if the
incumbents are
not qualified to be
endorsed, opposing candidates
receive a questionnaire to fill
Mike Weaver
out stating their
stands on certain
education-related issues.
"When David Carpenter filled
out the questionnaire, it was obvious that we felt the desire to
endorse him as· the best server to
education," Purkey said.
However, Weaver said, the IFT
doesn't even represent many
schools in the 106th district.
"It doesn't influence many voters

around here because it doesn't represent them," Weaver said.
The IFT represents about 500
Eastern employees and about 500
Lake Land Community College
employees in Mattoon, said Mitch
Vogel, vice president of the federation.
"It won't effect the election at
all," Weaver said.
He said the IEA represents
nearly all the schools in the 106th
district. The Charleston and
Mattoon school districts are represented by Illinois Education
Association.
"The IEA is the largest teachers
union in the state," Weaver said.
"The IEA interviews the candidates and also makes its decisions
on past voting records."

" See BOUSE Page 2
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Man spent $200,000 of employer's money at strip club
CHICAGO (AP) - He spent more
than $200,000 on personal entertainment in the past seven
months. To make matters worse,
the club he frequented was a strip
joint, and the money he spent
wasn't his.
Police arrested Brian Bucz, 29,
Friday and accused him of stealing
$272,542 from his employer, a
magazine distributor, since
February.
Bucz told police he spent almost

all of the pilfered money going to
the strip club, Thee Dollhouse, and
paying for women to dance on his
table, police said.
"He said he spent every penny of
it we didn't recover at Thee
Dollhouse," Officer Roger O'Brien
said.
Bucz, who lived with his mother,
said he visited the club three times
a week because he was lonely, had
no friends and was under much
stress at work.

As a clerk at Charles Levy
Circulating Co. , Bucz was responsible for receiving cash deposits
from delivery drivers and placing
them in the safe.
Company officials noticed money
was missing after an audit and
hired a security consultant to find
out why, O'Brien said.
With hidden cameras the.consultant watched as Bucz stole the
money, authorities said.
Police were sent to investigate,

and they eventually caught Bucz
in the act, O'Brien said.
Police recovered $9,410 from
Bucz's car and $1,550 in his wallet.
The rest of the money went to the
strippers, police said.
To drop such an enormous
amount of money, Bucz would have
had to spend an average of $3,000
every time he visited the club.
Admission to the club is $10, a
private striptease costs $20, and
tips are encouraged.
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Senate_
•From Page 1
higher tuition if they are
told why an increase is
needed. The BOG plans to
vote on raising tuition at
its Oct. 27 meeting.
Giordano said Wednesday that he did fight an
increase and was the only
student at board meeting
to speak up.
Giordano said funding
for education comes from
state-appropriated funds or
tuition. If tuition is not
increased, he said, services
such as Health Service and
Textbook Rental Service
would have to be cut and
enrollment would have to
drop to around 5,000 students.
"We will see a tuition
hike," he said. "fm fighting
my damndest to keep that
low."
Giordano said he would
like to see alternative funding from Springfield.
Finding money elsewhere
will take effort from alumni, faculty and students, he
said.
"The thing to do is not
say 'Giordano is not doing
his job,"' he said. "Giordano
is doing his job, but it's
going to take a hell of a lot
more than me going to
Springfield to fight a
tuition hike."
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to the president, also
attended the meeting to
discuss the new strategic
plan and answer any questions senate members had
about it.
"Sometimes things can
get a little confusing, but
we're working on that,"
Nilsen said.

t From Page 1
after several Student
Senate members questioned if he should hold the
three offices at the same
time. Giordano, who was
elected BOG representative, was approved as the
City Council representative
at last week's Student
Senate meeting.
Student Body President
Blake Wood is proposing a
permanent change to the
Student Government bylaws that would consolidate
the BOG, IBHE and City
Council representative
positions. The proposal,
which will be voted on by
the senate in the next few
weeks, would have to be
approved by the students

• FromPage 1

costs and improve services, Leonard
said.
"We're looking at our operations
and seeing how we can operate
cheaper and better, and still provide
quality service," he said.
Leonard said no one will be laid off
as a result of the Charleston office
closing.
The utility has eliminated eight
positions because of retiring employees, and some positions are being
transferred to Mattoon, said Jay
Houvenagle, Mattoon's CIPS district

., From Page 1
Weaver said the "key
note" concerning the association's endorsement is
who would be the best supporter of education. The
IEA interviews incumbents
and then looks at their vot-
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in the November Student
Government elections.
"I have very strong feelings that the IBHE position
is closely related to the
BOG position," Giordano
said. "However, I also agree
with some senate members
who are calling for diversification of representation.
"I was originally 100 percent for the consolidation,
but I will wait and see how
closely related the City
Council position is related
to the other two," Giordano
said. "I will still attend all
IBHE meetings to keep up
to date on what is going
on."
The four candidates for
the IBHE position have
been involved with Student
Government in the past.

Asst. night editor .... .. .............. ..... Amy Heeren
Asst. night editor ...................Anthony Nasella
Copy desk ...................Chris Sundheim, Chris
Seper

Boyster is currently a students more aware of
senate member and Tizzard what the IBHE is about
and L'evine were senate and how it functions."
Levine said she agrees
members last year. Owen
has never served on the that the IBHE position has
senate, but is a member of been dormant for too long.
"We have not had any
the Council on Academic
Affairs, has served on the say in the IBHE for years
Apportionment Board, and now," Levine said. "We defiis currently working with nitely need to get involved
Giordano in lobbying with them to express stuefforts in Springfield.
dent concerns."
Both Levine and Boyster
Boyster said he understands what the IBHE posi- said they are unsure if the
tion entails, but is unsure . consolidation idea is feasiif he will be able to remain ble. They said the IBHE
in the race because of time and BOG positions are
constraints.
related, but also say the
"I feel strongly that this jobs should be given to two
position is now very silent students who would then
and we need someone to work closely together.
Owen and Tizzard were
take a proactive stance,"
Boyster said. "If selected to not available for comment
the position, I would make Wednesday.

superintendent.
"Basically, we're trying to save
some money, and we're trying to do it
with the least amount of inconvenience to the customers as we can
do."
Although there won't be an office
in Charleston, Leonard said, customers should not notice any difference in the response time to afterhours emergency calls because workers keep company vehicles at home.
The utility company is considering
installing a new system that will
allow work orders to be transmitted

ing records, he said.
"What cuts the mustard
are the actions taken in the
past," Weaver said.
However, Carpenter said,
the IEA endorsement won't
hurt his bid for office.
"IEA didn't endorse

and printed on computers in company
trucks, Leonard said.
"The AM-FM system will help on
interruption reports and to get a better idea of where the customer is and
what the problem is.
"If you have to streamline your
organization, you have to have the
technology and communications to do
that," he said. "If you can't, you lose
credibility and customer service."
Customers may call the Mattoon
utility office toll-free at 1-800-321CIPS, if they have any questions or
problems with their services.

Weaver over me, they
endorsed him because of
his voting record is passable to their terms,"
Carpenter said . "They
didn't even interview me or
send me a questionnaire.
"The IEA's endorsement

isn't a statement about
David Carpenter's candidacy at all, where the IFT's
endorsement is a recognition of an unacceptable
performance by the 10-year
incumbent," Carpenter
said.

The Men of Delta Chi
Proudly Present their
Fall 1994 Associate Mentbers
Chris Alongi
Gary Bolen
Kevin Chandler
Steve Eichhorn
Todd Fisk
Geoff Fleming
Brent Froelich
Kory Glen
John Gorham
Keith Griffin
G,a ry Henderson

Kevin Hogan
J.J. Jett
Peter Johnson
Mike Norder
John Petrenko
Martin Phee
Matt Reed
Dave Schmidt
Doug Stepansky
Adam Thompson
Gregg Wellman
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Eastern's budget to be outlilied
By ADAM McHUGH
Administration editor

The recent past and near
future of Eastem's budget will
be outlined today at the first
meeting of the Council on
University Planning and
Budget.
Eastern Budget Director
Kim Furump will present a
State of the Budget Address at
the CUPB's 4 p.m. meeting in
the Arcola-Tuscola Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
"We just want people to
have some idea where the
money went during fiscal year

1994," Furumo said. "And we
also want to tell them where a
lot of the money will be going
for next year."
The address will focus on
how the university will allocate its state appropriated
funds, which will increase by
more than $1.5 million next
year.
State appropriations for
Eastern in 1995 may total
more than $55 million.
Furumo said the only major
change in the 1995 budget is
the setting aside of funds for
"emergencies," such as salary
increases, early retirement
and sick leave payouts and

increased utility costs.
Last year, the university
paid out $2.9 million in salary
increases, sick leave and early
retirement.
"Those payouts really hurt
us," Furumo said. "Especially
the early retirement because it
was something we really
couldn't anticipate."
Early retirement payouts
totaled $186,830 in 1994. Sick
leave payouts amounted to
$1.07 million.
In an attempt to avoid a
repeat of last year, Furumo
said $754,000 from the planning support account will be
used for payouts that are con-

sidered "emergencies."
"Emergencies" would include equipment needs and
payouts for early retirement
and sick leave payments.
If the account is not used
during the year, the funds will
be used for a planning priority
list which the CUPB will narrow down later this year.
The list addresses such
issues as equipment purchases, support for Booth Library
and summer research grants.
"(The CUPB) will decide
what is the biggest need,"
Furumo said. "Because we
don't have enough money set
aside for all of the needs."

There are 13 areas which
currently need to be
addressed, she said. The current cost to fill the needs of
those priority areas is
$936,000.
Overall, fixed costs - which
were used the most to draw
funding for the emergency
account - saw a more than
$800,000 decrease from fiscal
year 1994.
The Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Vice
President for Business Affairs
offices will see the two biggest
appropriations in 1995, with
$36 million and $7 million set
aside, respectively.

BOG program cut
has minor impact
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Staff writer

The Board of Governors
recent elimination of a program option in the chemistry department is expected to have minimal effect
on the university, the
department chairwoman
said.
At its Sept. 22 meeting,
the board approved a cut of
14 programs and options at
the five BOG schools, one
of which was the management option in the bachelor's of science degree in
chemistry.
Chemistry department
Chairwoman Ellen Keiter
said Eastern recommended
cutting the management
option because of an overall
lack of student participation in the management
option.
Keiter said cutting the
management option will
not have a great impact on
students, as the same
course opportunities will be
offered - just without the
management option present on students' diplomas.
An option is a concentration of study students can
participate in to compliment their major.
"My only disappointment
in the elimination is that
( the management option)
will not be on a student's
diploma," Keiter said.
Keiter said that those
currently in the management option will be allowed
to finish, but no new students will be allowed into
the Optl. on when the elimination is implemented.

BOG spokeswoman Michelle Brazell said the
board takes into consideration three main issues
when contemplating department or option cuts.
Those issues include student interest, quality of the
program and the marketplace for a program in the
overall job market.
Brazell said student participation was the biggest
trouble area in the management option.
"Students vote with their
feet," Brazell said, referring to the low number of
students in the option.
She also said the management option at Eastern
has never consisted of more
than nine students.
The BOG eliminated 13
programs and options from
the other four BOG schools
- Chicago State, Western
Illinois, Governors State
and Northeastern.
Western experienced the
most cuts, as seven programs and options were
terminated.
Governors State lost four
prog-rams and Northeastern, Chicago State and
Eastern each had one program option cut.
Brazell said she is confident that the board's decisions will benefit all those
involved rather than dam- age any programs.
"We absolutely have the
most comprehensive review
of quality of all the public
university boards - no one
even eomes close," Brazell
said. "No one else looks at
h
a 11 443 _programs eac year
like we do."
.

This IVOR't hurt a bit

JOHN COX/Staff photographer

Dawn Leininger; sophomore, prepares to give blood Wednesday in the Grand Ballroom in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. A total of 205 pints were collected Wednesday.

Homecoming week arrives
By JANICE HUNT
Staff writer

Eastem's Homecoming/ will
have a centennial theme this
year.
"A Stroll Down Memory
Lane" was chosen in recognition of Eastern's Centennial
Celebration, and many of this
year's Homecoming activities
will be influenced by the university's history.
"It's a real exciting time for
us as we celebrate Eastern
turning 100 years old," said
Keith Lipke, assistant to the
Homecoming coordinator.
A Centennial Ball has been
added
to
this
year's

• Window painting by the
Homecoming celebration. The
ball will run from 8 to 11 p.m. Union Walkway from 10 a.m.
Oct. 6 in the Grand Ballroom to 5 p.m. Saturday and
of the Martrn· Luther King Jr.· Sunday. The windows will be
University Union. It is free judged Monday.
• Elections for Homecoming
and will be open for both students and alumni and will king and queen and the freshmen attendants, which runs
carry a 1940's theme.
Homecoming's busiest day 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday.
will be Oct. 7. The Home- Students can vote in Coleman
coming parade will begin at Hall and in the Union
9:30 a.m. and run on Sixth and Walkway.
Coronation will be held at 7
Seventh streets; a pregame
partywillbeanoonbyO'Brien p.m. Monday in McAfee
Stadium, and the football Gymnasium.
• A pep rally and bonfire
game starts at 2 p.m. in
O'Brien. The Panther's will at 8 to 10 p.m. Thursday on
the Lawson/I'aylor Courts. The
play Northern Iowa.
Other activities for the week rain location will be the
rn·elude·
University Ballroom.
·
.

Student rep lobbies for contacts in Springfield
members and representatives
from the governor's and lieutenant governor's offices. He
Eastern's Student Repre- also had a two-hour meeting
sentative to the Board of with BOG Chancellor Thomas
Governors spent his Tuesday Layzell where he pleaded with
lobbying in Springfield in the Layzell not to support a tuition
hope of making some contacts increase.
to help fight future tuition
"We got off to a great start
hikes.
for our first visit to
Representative Matt Gior- Springfield," Giordano said.
dano said state officials are "We are coordinating our
beginning to understand efforts and getting ready to
Eastern's bleak financial situ- return in a few weeks hopefulation. He plans to make more ly with some more students
trips to Springfield in the hope who wish to express their
of slowing tuition hikes.
views.
In this first trip, Giordano
"The first and foremost
said he met mostly with BOG issue which we focused on in

By DAVE HOSICK
Student government editor

Springfield was the tuition
hike," Giordano said. "We discussed any alternatives or
options to find additional funding sources so students will
not have to pay a tuition
increase to make up for the
money which we don't receive
from the state legislature."
The BOG will vote in
October whether to .increase
tuition for the 1995-96 school
year. The BOG has said the
tuition increase will probably
be around 3.5 percent, saying
it is an attempt to keep pace
with inflation.
Giordano said although he
does not support a tuition

increase, he does understand
that an increase next year can
not be avoided.
Giordano said he will do the
best he can to get the lowest
possible increase.
"I was originally approached
with figures in the 11 to 12
percent range (for a tuition
increase)," Giordano said. "If
we can compromise down to
somewhere around three percent then we are damn lucky."
.Giordano said his main
focus for the future will be to
make contacts with Eastern
alumni who could have an
influential voice in the state
legislature.

"There are a lot of Eastern
alumni who work in the state
legislature," Giordano said.
"We want to make contacts
with them to get them
involved with our lobbying

efforts."
Giordano said the next
step in his lobbying effort.s will
be in November as be will
search for supplemental funding during the vet.a session.
"Students will have to help
our cause by doing their own
lobbying with their ~
tatives,• Giordano 8llid.
ith
their help, this is how we are
going to win and stop tuition
bikes in the future;"

~Daily Eastern \e1l·s

Clinton's policies ring truer than his promises
In 1992, Bill Clinton and the
glorious leader can not. The
president's health care bill didn't
politics of meaning took charge
of this country. Since then, alpass, despite the fact that both
think
houses of Congress are overmost nothing has gone as Bill
the
the whelmingly controlled by DemClinton told us it would.
He has broken almost every
ocrats.
single promise he made during
Why? Because the American
his election campaign. There has
people didn't want the plan and
they let their respective legislabeen no middle dass tax cut,
gays are still not allowed openly
tors know it. Bill Clinton, instead
character
of accepting defeat gracefully
in the militaiy, and I can't help
Sean
the posiand moving on to business the
but notice those poor Haitian
Liles
tion."
American people are more conrefugees are still being denied
access to this country.
cerned with, has chosen instead
Noi: do Clinton's deceptions end there - sadly those
to continually urge the American people to support any
new health care program that comes before the end of
are just the beginning. President Clinton's character flaws
are both numerous and well documented. He is a known
Congress' term.
womanizer (a fact even his own wife will no longer deny)
The logic behind this is similar to taking your car into a
mechanic, who tells you he doesn't know what's wrong
who has recently been accused of sexual harassment.
In addition, he has been accused of questionable busiwith it, but he can start working on it right away.
ness ethics, drug use and draft dodging. Personally, I
• Foreign policy. Here is an area where even Clinton
think it lessens the office of the presidency to even have
supporters will admit the president is lost. This should
a man so bereft of character occupying the position.
come as no surprise because dear indications of this were
However, since character is an intangible characteristic,
present even before the election. To use an earlier examI shall not focus on it. Instead, I shall briefly review some
ple, let us once again look at the Haitian situation.
of Ointon's inept policies to prove that he shouldn't be
Clinton crated the entire Haitian refugee crisis when he
attacked George Bush's policy of exporting them during
re-elected in 1996:
• The economy. Often of late this has been called a
the '92 election debates. Humanitarian Bill stated unbright spot in the Clinton administration. This is because
equivocally that the policy was "immoral" and that when
Clinton has managed to reduce the deficit. Referring to
he took office he was going to reverse it.
Well, the only reversal that took place was Clinton's
Clinton's economic policies as bright spot is comparable
to saying that meteors never strike the earth and attemstance on the issue, which, by the way, occurred less
than two weeks after he took office.
pting to prove your argument by showing a five-day
period where none land in your backyard.
To condude, try and remember these issues as we
True, Clinton has gotten the deficit down, however the
head into the presidential election of 1996. Don't believe
Clinton's never-ending rhetoric about how he cares
interest rates (of the Fed) are higher now than when he
took office. In fact, they are higher now than they have
about you, as we've seen he has a history of saying one
been in more than 12 years.
thing and doing another.
·Health care. This has long been Bill and Hillary's
His policies ring far truer than his promises. Try and
socialistic brainchild. Almost singlehandedly they have
look at it this way: Would you buy a used car from Bill
created the so-called health care "crisis." While I don't
Clinton?
believe that our country needs a totally new approach to
Then why would you vote for him?
health care, I am willing to let the majority rule.
Sadly, however, while I can accept that the will of the
- Sean Liles is a senior and a guest columnist for The
people should be expressed via the government, our
Daily Eastern News.

"Personally, I
it lessens
office of
presidency to
even have a
man so bereft of
occu-

pying

Quiet lifestyle
should be open
to all students
If you are not involved in Eastern' s Honors
Program, program director Herbert Lasky may
want you to hit the bricks.
But don't worry, he says it's simply in the
name of an improved academic environment.
Last week, Eastern' s Honors Program and
Housing Office said
they.will be convern!1g
McKinney Hall - which
houses 150 residents into an honors student only hall.
Lasky said McKinney will be "totally converted" into an honors hall within the next four to
five years. Those students enrolled in the program will begin to receive preference for rooms
beginning next fall.
The conversion will provide a common area
for students to either meet with or be further
tutored by instructors, as well as granting "an
option for students who want to take their academics seriously."
But does Lasky truly believe honors students
are the only students who take their academics
seriously?
Just because a student chooses not to be affiliated with his program, doesn't mean Lasky
should promote further restrictions to on-campus housing.
Honors students' tuition costs are no higher
than those of "regular students," so why grant
them special segregation simply because of
what courses they take?
With an already limited amount of quiet
lifestyle housing available on campus, McKinney
must not be limited to strictly Honors Program
students.
There are plenty of students on campus not in
the Honors Program who take their studies seriously enough to desire an atmosphere more
conducive to learning.
And with campus housing options already
limited, why place further restrictions on those
not in the honors program who may desire
quiet IMng but can't gain access to one of a few
quiet lifestyle floors?
If Lasky and the university feel the need for an
honors dorm, they should give all students the
opportunity to live in a quiet lifestyle dormitory,
not just those enrolled in the Honors Program.
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Weaver's calling
education funds
'pork' is disturbing
Dear editor:
I am a registered and voting
Republican who has supported Mike
Weaver for the past 10 years.
Nevertheless, I was disturbed when I
read recently that he called funds for
higher education in our district
"pork."
While I can understand that he
must feel embarrassed to admit that
heolacks political influence, it is Irresponsible of Weaver to refer to muchneeded educational funding as
"pork."
Apparently he presumed that his
failure to bring home any of more
than $3 million in additional funds
potentially available to Eastern, Lake
Land College and District 106 would
not be so troublesome by dismissing
such funding as unnecessary.
This unfortunate statement was
made just days after a 3.1 percent
tuition increase at Eastern was

Your turn _
announced, with further yearly
increases likely, and at a time when
salaiy negotiations revealed that faculty earnings here were the lowest of
the Board of Governors universities,
woefully below national averages.
Moreover, Weaver contended that
colleges and universities received
what they sought in appropriations
this year. However, although these
Institutions were given what the Illinois Board of Higher Education recommended, Eastern alone had
requests of$ 700,000 above that,
and the additional money that was
available had Mike Weaver been a
more effective advocate with the
Republican leadership, would have
been a most welcome relief to this
paucity.
Surely, the successful Republican
counterparts who brought home their
earned share did not refer to it as
"pork," and I am certain that their
constituents are grateful for those

representatives' efforts on their be-

half.
Maybe if Mike Weaver had seen
how we In higher education have
deplorable travel and equipment
monies, and must ration paper, photocopies, supplies and other Institutional essentials, he would have been
more aggressive in garnering some
of the $1. 7 million that was available
for distribution. Instead, he let us all

dOINl1.

Luis Clay Mendez

Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition to
the author's addre5s and telephone
number, must be induded.
If necessary, letters will be edited
according to length and space at the
discretion of the edit page editor or
editor in chief. Anonymous letters
will not be printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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Rathskellercoffeehouse
First
continues poetry readings ensemble
By STEPHANIE CARROLL
Activities editor

to do this in a classroom, but
there's a teacher there. This is
less formal," McNeill said.
McNeill said he hopes this
Saturday will prompt other
departments and organizations to use the open microphone at the coffeehouse.
"We're trying to bring other
departments into the coffeehouse experience," McN eill
said. "I guess this poetry reading is a cue for other clubs to
use Rathskeller After Dark as
a pulpit for their groups."
Although students were
largely unresponsive to the
first open mike night at the
coffeehouse, McNeill said last
Saturday, the coffeehouse's
second night, had a much better response.
"It was very good," McNeill
said. "There was a much better response because we had a
comedy group. We got them
for a tenth of what they normally perform for, but they
liked the coffeehouse setting.
Students really liked the

The Rathskeller After Dark
coffeehouse will continue this
Saturday with poetry readings by the English Club and
Sigma Tau Delta, the English
honor society.
The coffeehouse will open at
8 p.m., with poetry readings
beginning at 9 p.m.
Admission to the Rathskeller, which is located in the
basement of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union, is free.
Students from both organizations will be reading original poetry, Dylan McNeill,
chairman for the coffeehouse,
said.
"The coffeehouse is supposed to be unique," McNeill
said. "The reason we're having
both (the English Club and
Sigma Tau Delta) is to get
writers talking to other writers about their own writing.
''You might get the chance

atmosphere."
McN eill said the coffeehouse has no intention of providing professional entertainment every weekend.
"Rathskeller After Dark is
not a one-time deal where we
pay a lot of money for a band
to come in and play for the
evening," he said. "It does
involve a lot of student involvement."
McNeill said a student poll
conducted last year indicated
that 86 percent of students
would be interested in coming
to open mike nights at the coffeehouse, but only 13 percent
would be interested in performing.
McNeill said he would like
to get local bands to play at
the coffeehouse, but may have
difficulty doing that because of
restraints by the Union
administration.
"We're trying to get more
bands in here that are struggling because the bars are
closed," he said. ·

New magazine needs writers
no audience."
Stepp, who majored in
speech communications
A Charleston man who before earning a bachelor's
wants to spotlight local cul- degree in 1990 from the
ture and commentary is try- University of Illinois at
ing to start a new monthly Urbana-Champaign, moved
magazine, The Daily Pla- to Charleston four years
typus.
ago. He works in the psychi"I've never been to a cam- atric ward of Sarah Bush
pus before that doesn't have Lincoln Health Center.
supplementary reading,"
The first issue of the magsaid Jeff Stepp, who is look- azine will come out on Oct.
ing for writers, photogra- 14. The deadline for adverphers and editors to staff tisements or any submisthe publication.
sions is Oct. 7.
"Publications like this are
Supported mainly by
the backbone of any cul- advertising, the magazine
tured community," Stepp will cover topics from music
said.
and Ii tera tu re to polities
"I know so many creative and public affairs.
people who think interestThe magazine's content
ing thoughts, but they have won't be limited because

By AMY SCIACCOTTA
Staff writer

there are no faculty advisers
to reject controversial subjects, Stepp said.
Music should generate
much of the context. Other
college towns have vibrant
music scenes, but Charleston's is practically unknown, Stepp said.
"There's a lot of good
bands in Chicago and (in
central Illinois)," Stepp said.
"You can see those same
bands in Charleston and
now be able to hear about
them too."
Stepp plans to send the
monthly magazine directly
to students through the
mail. Grocery stores, area
high schools, restaurants
and bars may also distribute
The Daily Platypus.

concert
Friday

Today & Tomorrow Only
at the Sidewalk Sale.
In Shop Only

By AMY DAVIS
Staff writer

Eastern's first Percussion Ensemble Concert
of the year will take place
7:30 p.m. Friday in
Dvorak Concert Hall.
Admission is $1 for students with valid IDs and
$2 for the general public.
The concert, under the
direction of Professor
Johnny Lane, will feature
the Percussion Ensemble,
the Marimba Orchestra,
the Marimba Rag Band,
the Bata Ensemble, the
Djembe Ensemble, and
the EIU Marching Drum
Line.
Students will play traditional percussion pieces,
percussion arrangements,
ragtime and more, Lane
said. Several pieces that·
will be performed were
written by graduate students Craig Williams and
Dean T. Ponseti.
The percussionists will
also perform the world
premiere of a piece written by Chicago composer/percussionist Michael
Adams.
Friday's concert will
be the first of three this
semester.
Lane, who is in his 21st
season as founder and
director of Eastem's percussion programs, will
lead twenty-seven percussion majors from eight
states, Japan, and the
Virgin Islands.
"The music will keep
you on the edge of your
seat," Lane said.

TED'S
Tonight

D.J.
Playing a
tribute to
Stevie Vaughn
& other Blues

25~ Drafts

$2 Pitchers
$1Screw
Drivers
NO COVER

LUNCH SPECIALS
•

Grilled tenderloin with
oup of soup or salad
• 6eef and noodles, real
mashed potatoes,
vegeta"le and roll
• Spinaoh and oheese
omelette, muffin and
ohoioe of fruit or salad

EVfl9li SPEaALs
AFmK 5PM
•Pot Roaet
GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORNING!
409 7th St.• 345-7427

Council to review curriculum
By MATTHEW MARTIN
Staff writer

A comprehensive, two-year
review of Eastem's curriculum
will be the focus of the Council
on Academic Affairs' meeting
today.
The CAA, which will meet
at 2 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, is
close to completing its curricular review of the majors - a
study of undergraduate majors
started in 1992.

Seven reports from different
undergraduate majors are
expected to be submitted next
month. The CAA will review
these reports and vote to
either accept or reject them by
November.
Every undergraduate major
except for teacher education
was asked to submit a selfstudy report to the council for
the review.
Reports from majors that
have yet to be submitted
include philosophy, physics,
economics, history, psychology,

political science, mathematics·
and computer science.
The CAA is responsible for
setting Eastern's admissions
policy, graduation requirements, integrated core, major
programs and course proposals.
CAA Chairwoman Cheryl
Hawker said every report submitted to the council so far has
been accepted. She added that
other reports are also expected
to pass because "we haven't
experienced any problems
with the reports so far."

Sell
your
unwanted
items in the

Natural Born Killers (R)
7:00, 9:30
Color of Night (R)
7:30, 10:00

Catherine's
Horse
,_ (la

(II

I

(II

Daily
Eastern
News

Hawker said the review is a
result of the Study on Undergraduate Education, a mid1980s report that urged a comprehensive curricular review
at universities across the country.

The self-study reports will
be used as resource material
for the North Central Association, the office responsible for
accrediting Eastern.
The reports will also be used
to measure the majors'
progress in the future, Hawker
said.

Happy Birthday
Just one more to
go Shell!
Love, Kim

Thursday at

c./¥larty's
1

,
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Beef Gyros
w/Marty 's Fries $2 99
$1 25 Bottles
Tonite:

Marty's own Smothered Fries
Crisp Fries topped w/cbeese,
bacon & sour cream.
Open entry t~ res_taura t !'.ti~ ~p~ ...... .
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Finish ferry disaster claims 800 lives
TURKU, Finland CAP) Frigid waters and raging
winds turned the Baltic into a
sea of death for more than 800
people when a ferry suddenly
listed and sank in a storm
early Wednesday. Authorities
said 141 others survived.
In one of the worst maritime disasters in recent
years, helicopters and ships
grimly searched for survivors
and bodies off Finland's
southwestern coast. They

checked dozens of black-andorange rafts from the ferry
Estonia bobbing in the surging waters, but many were
empty.
Officials said it was too
early to say what caused the
ferry to sink shortly after midnight about 25 miles from Uto
island.
A surviving crew member
said water started pouring
through the Estonia's front
cargo door and the ship rolled

lSJ'
over and sank quickly.
Swedish safety inspectors
had criticized the seals on the
door before the ferry left
Tallinn, Estonia, on Tuesday

evening on its way to
Stockholm, Sweden. But they
said they did not spot anything dangerous.
''We saw nothing that gave
us a hint that something
would go wrong," one of the
inspectors, Ake Sjoblom, told
Swedish television. "If we had,
we would have sounded the
alarm immediately."
Raimo Tiilikainen, the
Finnish coast guard commodore coordinating the

search, said four ships would
remain in the area throughou
Wednesday night but he held
out no hope more survivors
would be found.
Finnish police counted 141
survivors of the 964 people
aboard, meaning 823 people
were missing and presumed
dead.
It was not immediately
known whether the ferry's
captain or other crew members survived.

House sets deadline on Haiti occupation
WASHINGTON CAP) - A House
panel dismissed White House claims
that time limits could endanger U.S.
troops and voted today to set a March
1 deadline for authorization of U.S.
military presence in Haiti.
The House Foreign Affairs
Committee cast a party-line, 27-18
vote in favor of the March 1 deadline
and setting limits on the functions of
American forces in Haiti. All
Republicans voted against the measure, saying it gave retroactive
endorsement to President Clinton's
commitment of troops to Haiti and
permitted their presence there for too

long a period.
The resolution is expected to reach
the House floor in the next few days.
Republicans are likely to seek an earlier deadline and supporters of the
administration policy will propose
that no "date certain" for withdrawal
be set.
Debating the resolution in the
House Foreign Affairs Committee,
Chairman Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., said
most members of Congress want to
set a deadline, but that setting a date
"earlier than March 1 would be irresponsible from an operational standpoint."

But the ranking Republican on the
committee, Rep. Ben Gilman of New
York, said the resolution, by retroactively authorizing the Haiti operation
for six months, endorses a policy
most lawmakers oppose.
"Some will say it is congressional
complicity in a gross administration
blunder," he said. Gilman is seeking
stronger lang\iage that would cut off
congressional funding for Haiti operations after a certain date.
The resolution, offered by Rep.
Robert Torricelli, D-N.J., requires the
president to submit reports about the
status of the mission and the

changeover, scheduled for early next
year, to a smaller U.N. peacekeeping
force with fewer than 3,000
Americans.
There are now more than 13,000
U.S. forces in Haiti.
In the Senate, Sen. Hank Brown,
R-Colo., has submitted a resolution
seeking U.S. withdrawal no later
than Dec. 31. But Majority Leader
George Mitchell, D-Maine, said he
opposed setting a specific date and
Republican leader Bob Dole of
Kansas said if a date were set, it
most likely would be in a non-binding
resolution.

Beginning October~ 1994,

DO NOT.DIAL
when calling from

Illinois Consolidated's
LARGE PAN PIZZA
with 2 Toppings

ONLY$799
This pizza Weighs 3 lbs.

.348-1626
~ .,a: ·~
Wa.:· ,nt:·: , uliit.,
Universft;y Board
Concerts Coordinator
.v'' "·"., ....

Applications available in Room 201 University Union
Must be turned in by Oct. 7, 1994.
Interviews will be on:

October 11, 1994
Position includes the booking,
planning and day-of- show
coordination of major concerts.

1111;;.;rlTv (Thi6 i6 a volunteer po6ition)

.service area to anywhere
within area code 217.
This dialing change is part of the new North American Numbering Plan
(NANP). The growing demand for new telephone services- cellular phones,
pagers, fax machines-has created a serious shortage of telephone numbers.
The NANP will increase the number of area codes along with the availability of new telephone numbers nationwide.
As of October l, 1994, be sure to:
• Dial only the 7-digit phone number when calling from ICTC's service
area to anywhere within the 217 area code.
• Continue to dial 1 + area code + phone number for all calls to places
outside of the 217 area code.
• Continue to dial 1 + when calling 800 numbers.
• Be aware that dialing patterns outside of ICTCs service area may be
different For example, some telephone companies will require customers
to dial 1 + area code + phone number for ALL calls except local calls.
If you have any questions about the new dialing procedure, call your

customer representative center at the number below.

Residential Cuslomers: 1 800 553-9981
Business Cuslomers: 1 800 500-9000

0

Illinois Consolidated

Telephone Company
A Consolidated Communications Company
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SPRINGFIELD (AP) - You
wouldn't know it from their
bickering television ads, but
Jim Edgar and Dawn Clark
Netsch largely agree on how to
fight crime.
Both support innovative sentencing, banning
sault
weapons, letting prisoners
reduce sentences by joining
education programs and other
middle-of-the-road crime measures.
Crime has turned into a
major issue in the governor's
race.
Edgar, the Republican
incumbent, points out that his
opponent opposes the death
penalty and implies she would
be lenient towards criminal
issues.
Democrat N etsch responds
by vowing to enforce the death
penalty because it is the law.
She also is criticizing Edgar for
a law allowing prisoners to
earn early release through job
training and drug therapy.
"The acrimony and the battling back and forth is getting
worse instead of better. I just
think the public has not been
well-served on this issue," said

Michael Mahoney, head of the
John Howard Association, a
prison watchdog group.
"I wouldn't mind that if we
had a true philosophical difference. But beyond the death
penalty, I don't find much dif-
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)erryts Pizza
&.. Pub
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corner of 4t.h and Lincoln

I
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•p~~ you can.~~~ l>ar

I

•spaghetti

~

•garlic bread

$3.99 plus tax

Children 10 & under eat for $2.00

ference," Mahoney said
Wednesday.
Both candidates, while softpeddling things in their record
that might be labeled "soft on
crime," have hyped parts of the
other's record.

setting minimum prison sentences for various crimes.
Edgar himself has been
receptive to pleas for clemency,
though not from death row. He
has commuted the sentences of
six women convicted of killing
.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,',',',',',' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ::'t':tr:::::rtttI~~illi--a bus iv e boyfriends or h-msb an ds. And while Netsch
opposed some minimum-sentence bills, she supported a
measure requiring life sentences for many three-time
felons.
For her part, N etsch has a
television ad criticizing Edgar
for a law that lets prisoners
earn reductions in their sentences. The ad also suggests he
has not been willing to build
more prisons to house new prisoners.
But the very measure she
criticizes also included a new
super-maximum
security
prison and greater use of "boot
camp" prisons. And Netsch has
Edgar likes to mention voted to give prisoners time off
Netsch's death penalty beliefs, when they participate in educasaying they might come into tional programs.
And the candidates both supplay if she were considering a
death row plea for clemency. port education, drug treatment
The campaign also notes that and social programs as key to
Netsch voted against some bills reducing crime.

If you're into computer sciences, data processing, accounting,
auditing, math or law...
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Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1it.
Offer expires 10/13/94.

-----------

get in touch with State Farm.
with Roses from

NOBLES
Specials
One Dozen Red Roses
Wrapped w/greenery s 1750

s25oo
NOBLE FLOWER SHOP

Vased w/greenery and bow

Our career opportunities are many and varied for qualified grads. If you're selected, you'll enjoy
the advantages of working with a respected leader in the insurance industry. Expert training. Stateof-the-art equipment. Excellent pay and benefits. Cost-of-living adjustments. Plenty of room to grow.
And you'll enjoy Bloomington, Illinois, too. It's a thriving community with.the social, cultural and
recreational activities afforded by two universities.
Contact your Placement Director, or write Daryl Watson, Assistant Director Home Office
Personnel Relations, One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, Illinois 61710.
State Fann Insurance Companies · Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois · An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

YOU CAN SHIP YOUR STUFF
UPS, MAIL, FED EX., 24-HOUR
FAX, MONEY ORDERS, KEYS
MADE. PRIVATE MAIL BOXES
IN THE NEW MAILBOX AND
PARCEL DEPOT AT TOKENS.
OPEN7DAYS.
_ _ _ ca9/2,8, 13, 16,21,26,29
HOME TOWN SECRETARIAL
SERVICE will type your research
papers, thesis, reports, business
letters. 345-7341 , leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1D/2D
THE BROOKDALE GROUP- A
Human Resource Management
Organization which serves corporate clients. Our Services included: Marketing of Resumes,
Career Counseling, COMPLETE
RESUME
SERVICEConsultation/Composition, Video
Resumes, "Vanilla" Resumes,
Networking Cards. For more
information call: (217)258-8D26,
(217)234-7DD7, (217)235-3818,
or FAX (217)235-454, (217)2588D29.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
Now teaching Native American
Dance, if interested call Shannon,
Cindy 581-5759.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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Available pas. for experienced
cook. Must be willing to work and
able to handle respon. Food &
Sanitation Cert. preferred, but not
necessary. FT or PT. Apply 738
18th St. Chas., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/9
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING!
Earn up to $2,DDD+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies .
World
travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience necessary. For more information call 12D6-634-D468 ext. C57381.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/3D
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENTStudents Needed! Fishing
Industry. Earn up to $3,DDD$6,DDD+ per month. Room and
board! Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience necessary. Call (2D6)545-4155 ext
A57382.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1D/13

Early Childhood ed. majors to
Nanny for 5 children, weekends
(approx 2D-25 hrs) in Ellingham.
ONLY SERIOUS NEED APPLY.
342-2131 ext. 1D1, Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1D/9
Need extra cash for Christmas?
Enjoy Flexible hours? Join Avon
before Oct 3 and receive $2D free
products. call 345-2866
_ _ea 9/21,22,23,26,27,28,29
Help Wanted to draw mural for
wall for the Salvation Army.
Salary negotiable . Please Call
Lieutenant Troy Barker 234-3915.
,.,---.,.----------9/3D
Now hiring mature individuals to
work with the developmentally
disabled. Excellent Opportunity
for Special Ed, Psy. Majors. Apply
in person at 17D1 18th St, or call
345-4224.
'
9/3D
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE FAST
FOOD CYCLE! WE OFFER A
PROFESSIONAL
ATMOSPHERE, PAID TRAINING,
GREAT PAY, LEARN A SKILL
FOR THE FUTURE. PART TIME
EVENINGS AVAILABLE WITH
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES. CALL
348-525D.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/12
Gain Management Experience
with the number one accessory
store. Claires Boutique in
Mattoon is seeking Assist.
Manager who is outgoing, friendly, and has flexible hours. Apply in
person. E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/3D
Are you tired of making minimum
wage? Do you feel unsatisfied in
your current job? If your answer is
"YES!!", we have the solution!!
Apply now and join our enthusiastic, dependable team!! We are
looking for caring and reliable
people to fill FT and PT positions
in our dietary, habilitation and
activities departments. All shifts
available. Flexible hours, paid
training, competitive salary and
benefits offered. If job security,
advancement possibilities and
challenging, yet rewarding work is
what you are looking for, apply at
738 18th St. Chas ., II 6192D.
EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/9

$15DD weekly possible mailing
our circulars! Begin Now! For
information call (2D2)298-9D65.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/3D
SPRING BREAK 95 America's #1
Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
11 D% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn hights commissions! (8DD) 32-TRAVEL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca9/27,29,
Help wanted. Driver and waitress.
Apply in person. Hong Kong
House. 15D5 18th St.

WANTED: 1D overweight, tired,
and broke students who want to
change. Call Carol at 234-6629.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1D/3

Loving Couple wishes to give
your baby a lifetime of happiness
and dreams come true. Call us
anytime, Deb & Jim 1 (8DD)7D88648.

ROOMMATE
NEEDED,
2
BEDROOM
WATER/TRASH
PAID,
$225
CARLYLE
APARTMENTS, 345-3331.

Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

26Bull in
Chihuahua
1 1980 Olympics
29 New Mexico
host
artists' town
5Writer-31 Spots on the
Louise Huxtable
face
8 Setting
34 Drinkers'
13 Computer list
heavens
14 Outfielders'
37 1935 Astaire/
throws
Rogers musical
HSleeping
39 "Great
problem
Expectations"
11 One-legged
boy
ballet pose
40 Helpmate of
t9 "Swan Lake"
sorts
wardrobe
42 Oil-rich - Dhabi
20 Ballet spin
43 "In" site, in a
22 Fernando of
phrase
"The French
Connection"
45Took hold
again, as a plant
23--Grande,
Ariz.
47 Riga resident
24Cafecup
48 Old Syria

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

O Cash

Payment:

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number _ _ _ _ __
2D cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1D cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

MINORITY TODAY MEETING will be at 6 p.m. tongith in the Mac Lab in
Buzzard building.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have a large group
meeting at 7 p.m. tongith in coleman Auditorium room 12D.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a Philanthropic meeting at 7 p.m.
tonight in Andrews Lobby.
SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION will have a picnic from 5
to 6:3D p.m. today at the Campus Pond. Hot dogs and drinks will be furnished, bring chips or dessert.
THE HISTORY CLUB is holding its first meeting of the year at 4 p.m.
today in Coleman 311.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN Resource Management will .meet at 6 p.m.
tonight in Coleman Hall room 22D.
ARMY ROTC LAB will be at 3:3D today at the Archery MOund. We will
be conducting training on field craft. The uniform will be BDU's, sopf
cap, black boots, pen, paper and rucksack packed according to the fix
packing list.
PHI GAMMA NU will have an active meeting at 6 p.m. today in Lumpkin
Hall room 122. Wrapping paper money due.
SCEC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE meeting will be at 6 p.m. tongith
in Buzzard Building TMC.
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will host "Victorious Christian Living
Study'' at 7 p.m. tonight at 22D2 4th street.
HAITI CONNECTION MEETING will be at 5 p.m. tonight at the
Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer catholicism classes at 6:3D
p.m. tonight in Coleman Hall room 1D9A.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold music practice at 9:3D p.m.
tongith in Coleman Auditorium room 12D.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer the sacrament of
Reconciliation from 3:3D to 4:3D p.m. today at the Newman Center.
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority will have "bid-a-baskef' at 9 p.m. tonight in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Gallery.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION will have its weekly meeting at 5
p.m. tonight in Thomas Hall. Early dinner will be at 4:15 p.m. in
Thomas/andrews Dinning Service.

50 Latin life
51 " I f - Hammer"
53 Where Cuzco is
56 Took it easy
58 Hopping step,
in ballet
&1 Plie spots
83 Anna Pavlova,
e.g.
66Accustom
67 Garfield pal
&a Desirous Greek
god
6 9 - - incognita
(old map
notation)
70 D.C . lawmaker
71 Writer Kantor

DOWN
1 Thurman of
"Henry & June"
2 Eccl. talk
3 Lose it
4 Limiting line
slhasa-(hairy terriers)
6 Pas - - (dance
for four)
7 The shivers
8 Contents
9 Computer's
heart, for short
10 Ballet leaps
11 Opposite of alte
12 Smooth
t5 Begin in earnest
18Timeof
importance
21 Sampler
25Weaken
28 "Fiddler" actor

chance!"
nOarwood

Movie Magic
Know Zones

St. Elsewhere

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Beyond 2000

News
America/Wholey

Movie: Due South

My So Called
Life

College Football

Murder She Wrote

Movie: Messenger
of Death

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

Mad About You
Friends

Connie Chung

McKenna

Mystery!

Seinfeld
Madman/People

Chicago Hope

Primetime Live

Being Served?
_Movie

M"--a

New York Undercover

Wheel of Fortune
Cops

Night Court
Simon & Simon

land
82 Be wrong

Movie: Intimate
Strangers

Designing Women
Designing Women

Wings

80 Aer Ling us

Movie: No Time
for Sergeants

MacNeil, Lehrer

Wing~

H Theatrical bit
57 Murray of song
59 Softens

Little House on
The Prairie

Love Connection
Jeffersons

SportsCenter

44 Biblical verb
ending
46 Artists' lifeworks
49 Stallone role
52Voyaging
54Stephen
Foster's " - Bayne"
55 Female ruff

World of Wonder
Amazing America

Wings
Wings

News
Married ... (10:35) •

Puzzle by A. J. Santora

27 Express a view
28 Ballet coach
30Ad--per
Aspera
(Kansas' motto)
32 Local theaters
3301d music
magazine
35 Cote sound
36Rub
38 Cortes's quest
41 Series of
connected ballet
movements

Unsolved Mysteries Martin
Living Singles

SportsCenter
Weekend Kickoff

News
_ DavjdJ10;35)

69

Griffith (6:05)
Hillbillies (6:35)

News
Wheel of Fortune

ER

66

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

News
Entmt. Tonight

News

61

Beyond 2000
Next Step

News
NBC News

Movie: The Last Hit

DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
AND MICROWAVES FOR RENT.
CALL 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112
2 & 3 Bedroom Houses For Rent345-3554.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/3D

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form

SPRING & SUMMER SUBLEASE. ROOMMATE NEEDED,
OWN BEDROOM, 1D MINUTES
FROM CAMPUS. $172.DD & 1/3
UTILITIES PER MONTH. NICE.
CALL SONA 345-5149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29

Roseanne
Roseanne

Unsolved Mysteries Cops
Cops

World of Wonder
Amazing America

Red/Green Show

Mowii:

Mountain

The Dall7 EW!!lte:rn New•

Thursday,

Sept~mber

8

29, 1994

White Sox: ink Lamont to one-year extension
CHICAGO (AP) - Gene Lamont,
who managed the Chicago White Sox
to a first-place finish in the AL
Central before the strike, signed a
one-year contract Wednesday.
"I'm glad I'm coming back," Lamont
said from his home in Sarasota, Fla.
"I like the team we have, the coach-

ing staff and the players."
The Kansas City Royals reportedly
were interested in signing Lamont,
whose 1994 contract was to have
expired Nov. 1.
"I'm glad it's over with. You either
sign or you say well, 'I'm going to test
the waters and get a job somewhere

else,'" said Lamont, whose team was
67-46 at the time of the Aug. 12
strike.
"I won't say it was really easy but I
knew what I wanted to do," he added.
"The hardest part was that there is no
baseball going on so it becomes such a
big thing." Lamont said he would

watch some instructional league
games and perhaps see some winter
baseball in Arizona.
"The big thing, and the question
before all of baseball, is who we will
have. The big question is what is
going to happen with free agents.
We'll see what happens," he said.

• From Page 12

brought experience to the
team, which is good," said the
sophomore forward.
"But this time around we
have the younger players,
and it seems they have a bit
more vitality about (playing).
They're playing more like it's
the last time they're going to
play in their life."
With games against Texas

Christian University and a
national powerhouse in
Southern Methodist, the
Panthers feel they are ready
to play with the big boys.
But to beat those big
teams, McTighe knows that
they still have to focus on the
basics.
"Our goal is to take one
.game at a time." McTighe
said. "But we have to go as
hard as we can."

THURS
DAY
.. SEI11'29, 1994
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Lg. 2 bdr. Adult Apt. Kitchen
Appliances, Trash lncl, $350 per
month. 345-8546.

LOST: House key along with a
pink bike chain and key. Call 5815724.

85 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME,
good condition. $2400 call 3451358, ask for Tim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9./23,26,29,
1987 Mustang Gt 5.0, low miles,
Pioneer detachable face tape
deck. $4,400 call 581-6517 or
581-6556.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./30
Kenwood CD player, all options, 1
yr. old, remote, must sell $125.00
call Chad at 581-6517 or Phil
581-6556.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
87 Escort, good condition, $1100
or obro, call 348-7542,345-3424.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
Fabulous Rummage Sale.
Saturday ?am-noon. TV's, kitchen
items, clothing. Prepare for cold
weather--sweaters, coats, and
much more. 2735 Kimwood Drive,
Charleston.

Talar du svenska? Taler du
dansk? Snakker du norsk? Korn
til Den skandinaviske kaffetime
hver fredag Ira kl.15 til kl.17 pa
Monroe Street Cale. For informasjon ring 581-5995 eller 3021.

LOST: Female cat, light tan &
white fur. Lost in area of
Reynolds Dr. on Sept 20th. Cat
might have internal injuries.
Needs special food. REWARD!
Please call 348-5087, ask for
Alice.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30

Music open stage at Monroe
Street Cale. Starts at 9:00
Thursday night, North side of
square.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
GRAND BALL COSTUMES &
MORE! NEW LOCATION 609
Sixth Street. GRAND OPENING
Saturday, Oct 1, 1 Oam-6pm.
WCBH Live Broadcast 2-4pm.
Register this week for free prizes!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
(Just Spence's) 1148 6th St. Too
much stuff!! Continued sale!!
Thursday, E[ida'y, Saturday 29-1.
Open Tues.-Sat. 1:30-5pm, Tel
345-1469. We also buy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
Sigma Class of Sigma Nu, you
guys are doing great!! Keep up
the hard work and make us
PROUD!! The Active Chapter.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/29
Tired of Foodservice lunches!! Try
Domino's Pizza 1O" one topping
with Pepsi
only $4.00. Valid 11 am-4pm MTh.
_ _ _ _ _ea 9/29 10/3,5,
SIG EPS: Get excited to start
pomping- we are!! See you there!
Love, Delta Zeta.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
Music open stage at Monroe
Street Cale. Starts at 9:00
Thursday night, North side of
square.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
Laurel Sochacki: Happy 21 st
Birthday. You finally made it!
Don't worry, tonight will be unforgettable. Tau love, Misha &
Collins.
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/29

---=""'=~_ca9/22,29

CONCERT COORDINATOR position available on University
Board. Volunteer will book, plan
and coordinate day of show of
major concerts. Apply in room
201 union by Oct . 7, 1994.
Interviews will be Oct. 11, 1994.
_ _ _ _ _ _ea 9/23,26,29
Would you like an opportunity to
become a better speaker? Would
you like the chance to try your
hand at LAW? Get involved in
MOCK TRIAL!! Applications and
information now available at all
PRE LAW meetings. Tuesday at
2:30 Rm 309, & Wednesday at
4:00pm Rm 203. Or call Julie
581-8102, Courtney 348-1685,
Kristi 345-3923, or Dr. Leigh
#6220.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/30
Domino's Pizza: Lunch Special!
Lunch Special! Domino's Pizza
10" one topping with Pepsi $4.00.
345-1626.
_ _ _ _ _ea 9/29, 10/3,5,
Melissa Murphy: Happy 18th
Birthday Lis. Love ya Jay.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29

Calvin and Hobbes
I "£'s

Ct:..·~·AL \J\t-l .'

cM. l\t"; -rnf. ~t. "tW-.i 'f().l'D
~<;

m ME.Er.'

ES, CORNER OF 9TH & GRANT
TONIGHLAEIER 9:00PM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
Congratulations to MIKE MANN
of Pi Kappa Alpha on pinning
Sara Shumard of Sigma Sigma
Sigma! Your Pike brothers.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
Lunch Special!!! 10" one topping
with Pepsi $4.00. Valid 11 am4pm Mon-Thurs. Domino's Pizza
234-1626.
_----,----,---ea 9/29
Congratulations to Jason Haier
and Jeff Hart of Pi Kappa Alpha
on being selected to the
Honorary Order of Omega! Your
PIKE brothers are proud of you
both.
---------,---9/29
AST NEW MEMBERS: You are
doing a great job pledging! Keep
up the good work! Tau love, The
Actives.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
LAMBDA CHI'S- Thanks for the
"show" Tuesday night! Next week
is going to be a blast! Love, the
Ladies of TRI-SIGMA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29

Good luck to the Sig Ep Softball
Teams during World Series! Tau
love, your coaches.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/29
Julie Fruge- You are a great crew
leader and your secret Sigma
Loves You.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
Hey A-Phis and Sig Pi's, lets get
psyched for Homecoming!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
Tri-Sigma New MembersCongratulations on earning your
pearls! You look great in our letters! Sigrna.Lm1e, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./29
Music open stage at Monroe
Street Cale. Starts at 9:00
Thursday night, North side of
square.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29

Congratulations to Jen James of
Delta Zeta on getting lavaliered to
Mark Rooney of Delta Chi!! We
are so happy for you! Love, your
sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
BASEBALL CARD SHOW OCT.
1 &2, CROSS COUNTY MALL,
MATIOON.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/30
LAMBDA CHI INTERMURAL
FOOTBALL TEAM: You guys
played an awesome game! Keep
up the good work!!! Love, Dana.
_ ____...__,....__ _ _ _9/29
Hey Pikes: Get ready for an
AWESOME Homecoming! We
can't wait to see you all!! Love the
women of Alpha Sigma Alpha.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29

by Bill Watterson
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MICHELLE GADDINI OF SIGMA
KAPPA: CONGRATULATIONS
ON BEING SELECTED FOR
THE HONORARY ORDER OF
OMEGA! YOUR SISTERS ARE
PROUD OF YOU!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/29
Sig Kap Football Team: Keep up
the great work! Congrats on your
undefeated record! Love, Your
sisters.
- 9/29
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*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Name:_~--~--~-~-~-~~-~~

Address: ________Phone: _ _ _ _ __
Dates to run ________c__ _ _ __

Message:

(one word per line)

Person accepting a d - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ __
No. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Panthers hoping for Moore
Prep hoops
star verbally
commits to
Eastern
By JOHN BATES
Staff writer

If everything goes as
planned, the Panthers will
move from one point gaurd
to the next without having
to pick up their dribble.
Larry Moore, a senior Allstate point guard from Chicago St. Francis De Sales,
recently made a verbal commitment to Eastern.
Last season Moore averaged 24.2 points and seven
assists per game. De Sales,
which is coached by Moore's
father, Larry, Sr., finished
with a record of 14-15, down

from 23-2 when Moore started as a sophomore. He was
also named to the Quincy
Thanksgiving Tournament
and the Perkin Holiday
Tourney All-tournament
teams, as well as the AllCatholic League and the
Chicago Sun-Times Class A
All-State team.
According to Moore, he
was practically raised to
play basketball. Both his
father and his brother
played basketball, and even
his mother played for a
while.
"Being a coaches' son you
learn a lot of things," Moore
said. "I also had to prove a
lot of things, but I don't have
to worry about that now."
Several universities, including Wichita State, showed an interest in the six-foot
point guard, but it came
down to Moore picking Eastern for a couple of reasons.
Said Moore, "I felt real

comfortable with all of the
coaches. I got along with the
players too, and that was my
main concern.
"Cal and Wichita State
are far, and I wanted to stay
near my family so they can
come see me play," Moore
said. "Division I is Division I
anyway."
Moore believes he will get
plenty of help with his studies at Eastern as well.
Although it is still early,
Moore is leaning toward an
elementary education major.
His father and several other
family memhers are school
teachers.
"There's a lot of teachers
who don't want to bother
with kids outside of school,"
Moore said. "I want to try
and help kids."
Eastern basketball coach
Rick Samuels is unable to
comment on recruits until
they sign, which wouldn't be
until November.

Football _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• From Page 12

According to Barone, redshirt freshmen Bill Brown,
Pete Wilkes and Chris
Dunkle, along with junior college transfer Charlie Roche
will fill spots on the offensive
line.
• Panther coach Bob Spoo
renewed the question of the
starting quarterback position
with comments made in Wednesday's Gateway Teleconference.
When asked if he had been
using two quarterbacks (Pete
Mauch and Ron .Reichert)
because they were evenly
matched or because one had
not stepped up to take command, Spoo went with the
latter.
"I don't know that either
one has taken command,"
Spoo said. "It's been a little
bit of a disappointment, but
we'll continue to look at that
(quarterback situation) up
until game time before we'll
be able to decide really who's
going to be our starting quarterback for our first conference game."
Reichert came off the
bench against the Huskies
and completed 10 of 16 passes
for 98 yards and one touchdown. He has completed 54.8
percent of his passes (23-42)
this season for 269 yards.
Mauch is 33-for-66 this
year for 534 yards, though he
struggled with a 5-for-17 performance against Northern.
• Eastern's game at
Southwest Missouri State
Saturday is the conference
opener for the Panthers,
JOHN COX/Staff photographer
while the Bears are 0-1 in the
Gateway after a double-over- Junior defensive back John Calzad.Ulas intercepts a pass
time loss at Western Illinois during practice Wednesday. Eastern will open its Gateway
Conference schedule Saturday at Southwest Missouri State.
last weekend.
The Panthers are 2-7 in
This season, Carver has 24 Eastern.
conference openers and have solo tackles, one tackle for a
Korosec is second on the
not won an opener since a 16- loss, two fumble recoveries team with 280 all-purpose
7 victory over Illinois State in and one pass interception.
yards. He has rushed nine
1988.
• One last note from the times for 64 yards and caught
The Bears have won five game at Northern Illinois - four passes for 29 yards,
straight Gateway openers The Panthers were on returned six punts for · 91
and eight of nine overall. The ESPN's
SportsCenter yards and six kickoffs for 96
home team has won seven Monday night. Actually, it yards.
straight games in this series.
was the Huskies who were
He is currently ranked No.
• Junior linebacker Tim recognized with their 609 12 in Division I-AA punt
Carver had 23 tackles yards of total offense against returns with 15.2 yards per
Saturday against Northern Eastern.
return.
Illinois to push his Gateway• Bill Korosec continues to
leading total to 76.
be an all-p~rpose player for - Compiled by Paul Dempsey

Byrd's Cleaners
Located on S. 4th St.
around
the curve
.JlBlllE.
M-F
6:30-5
Sat8-12
COLEMAN

HA
LAWSON

llMJ._
ROOSEVELT

345-4546

1/4 lb. Hamburger

99~

EVERYDAY

~ Rr.;;I::SBoFr;:;hc~;'"
Ladies Night Drink Specials:

"'::/ Stix Club w/chip~i

bH1€tl

lfmtift~rl Barbeque Ribs -

•s,,.

Open entry into restaurant until 9 o'clock; 21 after 9:00
Pool *l"' - Bar 11' Pool e 21; Never a cover

r------------,

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 1

OILY

:

I
s
I
Zll tADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE' I

Q

\?4&-5454] :

---------~
No~ice:
The Stadium parking lot
is closed Saturday,
October 1 for the l 9th
Annual Marching Band
Contest. All cars must
be moved by 7:00 a.m.
Saturday, October 1
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Salttkis, new coach look Injuries for Lady
to go back to the future Panthers sounding
Editor's note: The following
is the fourth in a six-part
series previewing Eastern's
opponents in the Gateway
Football Conference.
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

Between 1989 and 1993,
the Salukis of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale won just nine conference games and recorded
just one winning season
under head coach Bob Smith.
Exit Smith, enter 34-yearold Shawn Watson.
Watson takes over the
Salukis for the 1994 season
in the hopes of returning the
program "to the level it was
at when Coach (Rey) Dempsey left," he said.
Dempsey was the last
Southern coach to have a
career record above .500. His
eight years resulted in a 5437 record, including a 13-1
National Championship
team in 1983, his final season as head coae<h.
The Southern football
team has had just two winning seasons since that historic year, something Watson
hopes to change.
It may be an uphill battle,
as the Salukis return just
nine starters to a team that
won only two games last
year.
There may not be much
pressure on Watson in his
first season with an inexperienced team, but according to

Watson, he won't count on it.
"I don't believe in that. It's
just not the way I work,"
Watson said.
With an 0-3 start, Watson
said his first season with the
team has been a learning
experience so far.
"They're a bunch of good
kids," Watson said. "We're
very, very young. But we're
growing together and that's
one of the very positive
things that's happening
down here.
"We're just trying to figure
out what we have and what
we've inherited in terms of
talent."
Last season, the quarterback spot was shared by
David Pierson and Matt
Jones.
Pierson started seven
games and threw for 1,317
yards and 11 touchdowns,
while Jones started four
games and threw for 989
yards and six touchdowns.
Pierson has started all of
the Salukis' games this year,
and according to Watson,
will be the starter the rest of
the season.
"He's done a nice job,"
Watson said. "Our last two
outings were indicative of
the type of performance I

know David is capable of."
Talented receivers LaVance Banks and Billy
Swain completed their careers last season at Southern, but Watson is impressed with his young receiving squad.
"The receiving corps is a
solid group of young players,
but they are very young,"
Watson said.
Watson said tight ends
Dave Smith and Damon
Jones will be very instrumental in the Saluki passing
game.
Southern was outgained
by almost 1,000 yards on the
ground last season. But
Melvin Dukes, who led the
team with 479 yards, is back
to lead the rushing attack.
Dukes also led the team with
22 catches for 258 yards.
On defense, the Salukis
lost six of their eight top
tacklers from last season.
But linebacker Brian Tranchitella and- safety Jim Cravens are back.
·Tranchitella, who recorded
72 tackles last season, is the
only returning defensive
player to start all 11 games
last year.
As for the Gateway Conference, Watson said he is
anxious to start play, but
knows that wins are not easy
to co~e by.
"It's a very well-coached
league," Watson said. "You
better show up each week
and you better show up with
an attitude."

Women's tennis team frozen
out on road by Indiana State
By MATT MORFOOT
Staff writer

Not using the extremely cold weather conditions as an excuse, the women's tennis team
suffered a 7-2 loss Tuesday against Indiana
State in Terre Haute.
Head coach Rosanne Kramarski said that
her team needs to work on its strategy rather
than rely on ability alone.
Scoring victories for the Panthers were
Kristy Sims and the doubles team of
Samantha Wulfers and Melissa Welch.
Sims, No. 4 singles player, defeated Kim
Ford 6-1, 6-4.
Wulfers and Welch, No. 2 doubles team,
scored a 6-2, 6-1 victory over Indiana State's
Lyndee Anderson and Katy Hayes.
In singles play, No. 1 netter Wulfers, lost to
Kathy Najbert 6-0, 6-2, while Terra Erickson,
No. 2, fell in defeat to Claire Adams 6-2, 6-1.

• From Page 12

standout split end Tim Mosley, who led the
team with 47 catches and 956 yards last season.
But Dedric Ward, who tied the team lead with
nine receiving touchdowns last year, is back.
The Panthers returned their top three rushers from a year ago, but Jeff Stovall, who had
1,191 yards and 16 touchdowns last season,
broke his arm two weeks ago.
"We're a little banged up in that area," Allen
said of his backfield.
Stovall, Sylvester Brown and Jason Hamrock
combined for 1,598 yards on the ground last
year. According to Allen, transfer Marvin
Simms has seen the majority of the carries this
season.
The Panthers' defense appears to be a dominating force again this year with eight return)ng starters. The strength lies at the linebacker
~/vVVVVY'-.-/V'.'V\.~-..."-"V-,'"V'VVV'V"v

Stephanie Sullivan, No. 6 singles, fought a
tough three-set match but to no avail as she
lost to Jill Scales 6-4, 2-6, 6-2.
Geeta Dua, No. 3 singles, was defeated by
Hayes 6-2, 6-2, while teammate Melissa
Welch, No. 5 singles, fell to Anderson 6-2, 6-0.
In doubles play, the No. 1 team of Erickson
and Dua lost to Najbert and Adams 6-2, 6-1.
Sullivan competed with teammate Sims in
- another three-set match as the duo were
defeated by Scales and Susie Hayes 6-2, 2-6,
6-0.
"Our ability will only take us so far with
the caliber of teams that we face this season,"
Kramarski said.
The women will next compete this weekend
in the EIU Invitational on the Weller Courts.
"The women are ready for Saturday,"
Kramarski said. "They've had four days to
prepare and they know what needs to be
done."

position, where 1993 Defensive Player of the
Year Andre Allen and Kevin Hammond and
return. Allen (120) and Wolf (110) combined for
230 tackles last season. Allen also had a teamhigh nine sacks.
Northern Iowa (2-2 overall) squeaked by
Southwest Missouri State last week 12-7 in its
Gateway opener.
Allen said he was glad to get the victory over
a strong Bear squad but said his team's schedule does not get any easier with games at 3-1
Indiana State this weekend, then at Eastern
Octobers.
Northern lowa's last trip to Charleston, in
1992, resulted in its lone conference loss, 21-15
at the hands of Eastern.
"We'll know a lot more these next two weeks,"
Allen said of his team's chances for a fifth
straight Gateway crown.
-.'VVvv 'VVV·./

like a broken 'record
The fact that Eastern
volleyball players Kaaryn
Sadler and Kara Harper
broke school records in
this past weekend's
matches is not only thing
that has coach Betty
Ralston happy.
"I'd rather have players
with broken records than
with broken bones," Ralston said. "Broken records are always better to
have."
And Ralston should
know enough about the
possibility of injuries,
considering many Lady
Panther players, like
Sadler and Vanessa
Wells, have been plagued
by injuries that have
hampered their performance on the court this
season.
"The injuries have been
tough," she said. "And we
played another five-game
match against (the University
of
IllinoisChicago), which doesn't
help matters.
"Since we played all
weekend, we could have
used a break. But we
couldn't take advantage
of the two-game lead we
had. It turned out to be a
real long match."
But the Lady Panthers
are currently enjoying
the luxury of a five-day
rest. Eastern's next
match won't be until
Friday when it faces
Valparaiso, one of the
better programs in the
Mid-Continent
Conference this season.
"We've had an easy
practice on Monday, and
Tuesday was our off day,"
Ralston said. "Those two
days have helped us
unwind and get ready for
Valparaiso. We just need
to stay focused and keep
that competitive hunger."
• Ralston said she is
not pleased with having
to play weekend matches
against two Mid-Con
opponents on the same
day. The Lady Panthers
will face Chicago State
and N ortheastern Illinois
at different sites Saturday, along with Friday's match against Valpo.
"We have to play two
games because Western

Illinois
didn't
want to
miss
a
day
of
school,"
Ralston
s a i d .
Volleyball
"This is
noteoook
not some,
thing that
I woul~ave preferred,
nor is th's something that
we plan n doing again."
• Acco ding to Ralston,
Sadler's shoulder injury
is improving daily. She is
receiving therapy from
Eastern athletic trainer
Ellen Epping, but Ralston
said that Sadler needs to
keep her informed on her
health status.
"She still needs to let
us know how her shoulder is doing," · she said.
"She needs to get settled
more into a routine, so
she has to truthfully tell
us when her shoulder is
or isn't hurting."
• With her record-setting, 30-kill performance
against DePaul, Sadler
bettered a 28-kill output
by Diane Kruto in a 1990
match against WisconsinMilwaukee. She repeated
her 30-kill performance
against UIC. Ironically,
when Sadler broke Eastern's record for kills
(468) in a season in 1993,
she also passed Krut~
(434).
"She's capable of compiling the kills," Ralston
said.
• For Harper, she can
boast the fact that her 70
assists against UIC is
better than Eastern's top
two career assists leaders. Donna Sicher, currently in second place
with 3,244, had 68
against UIC in 1989. Amy
Van Eekeren, who is first
with 3,811, had 66 assists
in a 1990 match against
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
• On the subject of
honors, Sadler has been
named to the all-tournament team in all three
tournaments that Eastern has competed in this
season (University of
Wisconsin, New Mexico
and DePaul).

- Compiled by 1bny Nasella
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However, when the team
looks to the stands for support or that "added spark"
and is unable to find it, that
roar is quickly diminished.
"I think you hit it right on
the head," McBee said when
asked about whether more
fans would attend if the team
was a.little more successful.
"If you come to the game,
you can obviously see that we
are not getting enough
(fans)," he added. "I am not
in any position tp make any

judgments. This is the first
time I have been involved
with it, so we will evaluate it
at the end of the season."
Whether games are tel~
vised or not, fans are still
going to attend. It's ju~t a
question of "how many?" ·
"If something is going on
here, and the team is playing
well, you could simply blame
it on the weather," McBee
said. "Other schools that are
winning, they get the attendance. But the schools that
are losing, they don't draw as
well."

Panthers enjoying newfound success
Before this season, the
Panthers had fallen on some
hard times, not winning a
conference championship
since 1989. But this year's
team is making the adage of
"Days of Change" a reality.
"I think we have a great
shot at (the championship),"
said co-captain Brad McBy DAN FIELDS
Tighe. "That's what our
Staff writer
main goal has been from the
get-go."
The most successful PanAfter lettering last seather sports program this fall son, goaltender Brian Ritis not the football squad. schel explained that "this is
Nor is it the volleyball team. the best team effort that
Eastern soccer has those we've had."
beat by a long shot.
But co-captain Robert
The Panthers are 6-0 Tomic knows that since the
overall, and 2-0 in the Mid- Panthers are now a respectContinent Conference, sur- ed squad, other teams will
passing last year's overall be even more hungry at
winning streak by three handing Eastern its first
games.
loss.
Has the Panthers perfect
"We have to play like an
DEE ANN VILLECCO /Photo editor
record has stemmed from army game in and game out
Panther goalie Brian Ritschel, about to make a save in practice Wednesday, is one of the
the World Cup's leftover because everybody knows
mqjor reasons for Eastern's 6-0 start this season. The sophomore is second in the Midexcitement? Maybe it's the about us," Tomic said. "We're
Continent Conference with a 1.00 goals against average while starting all six games.
warm weather in the the only undefeated team in
Charleston area.
the Midwest, so teams want
Either way, head coach to beat us now. We have
Cizo Mosnia has a different always got to be on our toes."
reason than the above menAlthough McTighe is a
Eastern soccer goaltender played the entire 90 min- goals-against average. That
tioned reasons - attitude.
veteran, he was quick to Brian Ritschel has been utes in last week's 3-0 statistic puts him second in
"From year to year, things explain that this year's succhange," Mosnia said. "The cess stems from the addition named the Mid-Continent shutouts over Western the conference behind the
Conference Player of the Illinois and N ortheastern 0.83 average of Quincy
attitudes this year are dif- of new players to the squad.
University's John Kluba.
Week.
Illinois.
ferent, and we have a great
"Last year with a lot of
The sophomore from
Ritschel has 40 saves this
bunch of kids who like to the older players, they
- Staff report
Huntington Beach, Calif. season along with a 1.00
win."
• See PANTHERS Page 9

Mosnia cites
new attitude
as key for
soccer team

Ritschel earns league award

Football team hopes wins mean bigger crowds
By BOB CRAMPTON
Staff writer

If a team wins, fans show up. If a
team loses, people tend not to really
care.
"It all boils down to if you have a
competitive team, whether it's basketball, football, or whatever, everybody will go out and see them play,"
Eastern Athletic Director Bob McBee
said. "If you are not winning, it's easy
just to turn on the tube and not go to
the game."
Last year's football team, which
finished with a 3-7 -1 overall record,
averaged 6,664 fans per home con-

test. This season (1-3), however, just
an average of 5,016 people have
crossed through the gates for the first
two home games.
Last year was the first season in
which WEIU-TV televised the contests.
"The bottom line is if a team wins,
people show up," Eastern football
coach Bob Spoo said. "My first inclination was that televising home
games would tend to minimize the
crowd rather than expand it."
But doesn't televising games reach
out to more fans?
"If you win, people are going to
come to the games," McBee said. "It

does help to televise the game for the
outlying areas, such as Tuscola, but
the bottom line is if you win, no matter where you are, people are going to
come and see you play."
Spoo added, "I think one of the reasons for televising home games is to
get our product to a larger audience.
Maybe from that, people might then
come to the games. Perhaps that's
accurate, but I don't really know how
to assess the impact on the size of the
crowds. I do not have , any concrete
evidence."
Even Eastern senior psychology
major Michael Bober has his own
view.

"I think televising football result s
in less attendance and creates a
change-the-channel attitude for viewers due to lack of involvement," Bober
said.
"I believe that cutting the line of
electrical current to the viewer might
elevate the initiative of pupils t o
become stadium fans instead of camera-eyed individuals."
Whatever the case , the term
"home-field advantage" is called into
question.
More times than not, playing on its
home field gives a team a sense of
willingness and ability to achieve.
f See FOOTBALL Page 11

Northern Iowa shooting for a Offensive.r line tryjµg
Gateway fivepeat this year
to blGe.k .out,injuFies
-~.

Editor's note: The following is
the third in a six-part series
previewing Eastern's opponents in the Gateway Football Conference.

• Southern Illinois
looking to escape
Gateway cellar. Page
11.

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

The Northern Iowa Panthers have been a dominating force in the Gateway
Conference since its conception in 1985.
In the nine years of conference play, the Panthers have
won, or shared the conference title six times.
The 1993 Gateway Coach
of the Year Terry Allen, now
in his sixth season with the
Panthers, has coached four
- - ·- - - - _J

•,

first-place finishers and has
lost just six conference
games.
So its no surprise that
Northern Iowa was picked to
win the Gateway crown in
this year's preseason media
poll. The Panthers had 20 of
the 26 first-place votes.
The offense returns a number of starters, but lost some
players in key positions.
Gone from the team is
1993 Gateway Offensive

Player~of the Year quarterback Kurt Warner, who finished 24th in the nation in
total ·offense and ninth in
passing efficiency last season.
Last year's backup Brett
O'Donnell won a four-way
quarterback race and has
called the signals in the
Panthers' four games this
year.
Northern Iowa is without

.- See NORTHERN Page 11
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